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Classes: LKG to VIII

Date: 22/12/2020

Dear parent,
Thank you for your participation in the Parent Teacher Meet held from 5th to 20th of this month. The meetings
were held in staggered timings, class-wise to adhere to the safety protocol to be followed for COVID.
PTM Turn Out
Class
%

LKG
75.94

UKG
75.6

I
86.25

II
88

III
89

IV
91.2

V
95.63

VI
93.7

VII
91.1

VIII
88.2

 PTM turnout of the school is 87.54%.
PTM Quadrant









Concerns
Interact with the children to make them
attentive during virtual classes
Need more worksheets in grammar
Can classes be taken from the school
studio?
Look at CW, HW, don’t load children
with written work
Children should join in microphone mode
Children are always playing and not
completing their work in time .
Questions
When will real time classes start?
When will the school reopen?











Suggestions
Extend Telugu period for class V to VIII to 40
minutes and weekly 2 to 3 periods.
Increase virtual class timings (V)
Provide more assignments and teach slowly, if
necessary repeat important concepts (VI)
Morning virtual classes would be more
convenient (VII).
Have classes on Saturday for clarification of
doubts, provide opportunity for every child to
speak. (VIII)
Kudos
Thank you for the patience.
Appreciate the teachers for their patience
Excellent communication and very good
planning for the smooth conduct of the classes.

Concerns
 CW and HW will be assessed for Internal assessments. Teachers, parents must ensure that students
complete their work in time,
 Teachers are calling out students as per their roll numbers to ensure that everyone gets a chance.
 Decision regarding classes in school will be taken as per the governments directives.
 Students must join with microphone mode. Then be on mute when the teacher asks them to speak they
should unmute and speak up.
 We will keep a regular schedule to check the class works.
Questions.
 Home schooling will continue until we get further guidelines from the state government.
Suggestions





Duration of the online classes is set as per the class, their attention span and CBSE guidelines
Assignments and worksheets are given regularly as and when the topics are completed
Private chat is being disabled by the teacher, and is enabled only when required.
All subject Teachers will attend to doubts after every class. Encourage the child to speak and clear
his/her doubts.
 Random checks by Mam, and in- charges is being done regularly to keep students alert.
Kudos
 Thank you for your continuous support and cooperation. Let us work together to enable our children’s
learning.
Principal

